Hello Beautiful!

How to Look Great, Like, Now!
Thank You to Our Pros

WE ASKED THE PANEL OF EXPERTS WHO VOTED ON OUR BEST BEAUTY BUYS ONE LAST QUESTION: WHO IS YOUR ULTIMATE BEAUTY ICON?

MAKEUP ARTISTS
Terri Apanasewicz, Gita Bass, Kirin Bhattay, Kimberly Bragalone, Tasha Reiko Brown, Daniel Chinchilla, Brett Freedman, Suzy Gerstein, Bruce Grayson, Kristin Hilton, Fara Homidi, Anthea King, Janice Kinjo, Jo-Anne Lynn, Kerry Malouf, Christian McCulloch, Keita Moore, Tony Rivero, Johnny Saade, Lucky Snyder, Andrew Sotomayor, Vera Steinberg, Justin Tyme

“Brigitte Bardot’s makeup was never overdone, and her eyeliner was always perfect. She could wear a cat eye like no other woman in the world.”

DERMATOLOGISTS

“Lady Gaga takes style risks that are unexpected, calculated, and totally worthy of beauty-icon status.”

HAIRSTYLISTS
Joseph Chase, Felix Fischer, Korey Fitzpatrick, Brittany Gharrin, Arsen Gurgov, Marcia Hamilton, Laurie Heaps, Naivasha Johnson, Sami Knight, Cervando Maldonado, Steven Mason, Marc Mena, Holly Mills, Braydon Nelson, Eliot Rivera, Gregorio Ruggeri, Christophe Saluzzo, Nunzio Saviano, Michael Sparks, Takisha Sturdivant-Drew

“Christy Turlington is beautiful on the outside, but it’s her humanitarian efforts I really admire.”

MANICURISTS
Fariha Ali, Cassandre Banel, Melissa Bozant, Sarah Chue, Maisie Dunbar, Samira Far, Whitney Gibson, Honey, Lisa Logan, Trish Lomax, Miss Pop, Sunshine Outing, Rica Romain, Reina Santos, Jackie Saulsberry, Dawn Sterling, Yuko Wada, Barbara Warner, Aggie Zaro

“Marilyn Monroe’s effortlessly elegant look has stood the test of time.”